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 Parking or lodging in any form is no problem in Port 

Aransas in October. Anywhere from the post office to 

convenience stores to motels provided plenty of space. On 

Saturdays, the restaurant tables showed a slight flurry at 

peak hours. Around five in the evenings, the one big 

grocery store’s business sparked for a couple of hours. 

 We also found more time. On Port A trips, our watches 

run down in our suitcases. The hands dropped off the 

apartment’s kitchen clock a visit ago. Man keeps serious 

checks on the time of high and low tides. Sunrise and 

sunsets hours mean a lot to him who escapes life on a 

bitterweed ranch synchronized to 180-day interest 

schedules. 

 The most critical adjustment from the 09 Divide to 

Port Aransas, however, stems from the drop from over 2500 

feet altitude to zero sea level. For the first days, I skip 

stair steps on the climb and hit in between steps on the 

decline. The handicap extends to over-filling the bathtub, 

bumping my head on the shower curtain bar, and to stooping 

too far to tie my shoes. 

 The third floor bedroom makes the best place to 

adjust. Three floors above sea level, the slight increase 

in height helps orient me. Medical scientists gave up 



understanding herders in the Drouth of the 1950s. In 1956, 

close to the end, an old doc out at Fort Stockton did 

discover that a tap on a rancher’s kneecap made his eyes 

blink. 

 He published his findings in a medical journal, but by 

the time research funds became available, the drouth had 

become so intense that ranchers and bankers eyes blinked 

without taps on the kneecap. The swish from a funeral home 

fan by then would have been enough to put a herder or a 

jugkeeper into a dance wilder than any St. Vitus routine. 

 The property we rent lies behind the long string of 

dunes on the Gulf. Chamber of Commerce brochures fail to 

mention the existence of dunes deeper into the island. 

Walks downtown pass by one enormous dune behind the new 

Holiday Inn Express some six blocks from the shore. 

 The sea swept the dune in place before the Holiday Inn 

came about, or perhaps even Port Aransas. Off the 

Interstates most anywhere in the country, plyboard flimflam 

material becomes hotel structure in a suspected contest to 

deny the moral of the story of the straw house in “The 

Three Little Pigs.” It is hard to imagine that the ones at 

Port A or “port anywhere” might become a sanctuary in a 

storm. 



 Other subtleties pop up in weathered houses on stilts 

two stories high blocks from the beach. They may be 75 

years old. After some hurricane or the other, man and wife 

vowed as they swept, shoveled, sifted and mopped the last 

flooded floor from a Gulf storm to build their next house 

on stilts of strong poles. The idea caught on until 

developers — well, until developers began to build on 

ground level or sea level. 

 Port Aransas has five — possibly six — excellent 

restaurants. Four come to mind that serve exceptional food. 

Several others rank above the joints inland. I have no 

contact during the busy winter or summer seasons. The 

consistent standards of the good ones, however, make me 

doubt they would become lax during heavy traffic, 

especially the family-run places. 

 Man’s fragility teaches to never recommend a 

restaurant, and I sure don’t. About the time “Joe’s” 

becomes a delightful spot, Joe begins to jug, or his wife 

falls in love with the head waiter, causing Joe to forget 

how to tie on his apron and the wife to develop mooneye. 

 Locals hosted lunch one day at a new place over by the 

school. The chef came from the Louisiana bayou country. 

Full leaf salad bedded large red-banded, chilled shrimp. 

Hot gumbo suspended chunks of fish and sausages in a rich 



brown broth. Crab cakes rose above the disgraceful flaccid 

grease-soaked numbers from other kitchens. Later, we 

returned for gumbo. We hit on the gumbo’s birthday — the 

one-week anniversary of simmering in the solitude of a 

black iron pot. The sausage expired by attrition, inspiring 

“Ol’ Creole King” to substitute chopped bologna links in a 

move of bad judgment matched only by the travesties 

performed by rum cake idolaters in the galleys of Merry 

Olde England. 

 Big winners surpassed the one failure. Big step-outs 

to sandwiches on homemade foccacia breads spread with pesto 

and sun-dried tomatoes to cold mango soup, yellow and gold 

under a green mint leaf with toasted pita triangles on the 

side. Cooks so good they made versions of Mexican dishes in 

crab and shrimp edible. 

 Understand, I am not connected to the Chamber of 

Commerce in Port A. Long ago stories of the curative power 

of the seashore — the peace is a better word — hypnotized 

or mesmerized desert creatures. We relax there without 

timepieces, healed by the sounds and smell of the sea. 


